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A. Speaking in meetings

Increased productivity

Stronger sense of belonging

Enhanced performance

B. Public speaking Improved industry profile

Faster company growth

Better thought leadership

C. Persuasion

Greater impact & influence

Improved leadership skills

Improved selling skills

D. Voice, gravitas & presence

Greater impact & influence

Stronger personal brand

Increased confidence

E. Listening & empathy

Improved leadership skills
More wellbeing, diversity,
equity &  inclusion
Better performing teams

Time to upskill 
your people?
 

Keynotes, masterclasses and

workshops - delivered on and offline.

Implementable frameworks and

interactive opportunities to improve

the virtual and in-person

communication skills of your team.

 

The impact on your business is 

far reaching.
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We help you with: Which leads to:
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SESSIONS ON:
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Public speaking - various levels

Communicating on camera – various levels

Communication frameworks

Think on your feet skills

Speaking up with confidence in meetings

 

 

The challenge of remote teams and doing business during
social distancing.
 
Give your people the edge and the ability to make every
interaction count.
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SESSIONS ON:
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Dealing with difficult conversations

Influence, persuasion and gravitas techniques for personal impact

How to use metaphor, analogies and stories to explain complex information

How to create an environment where introverts can thrive

Workplace listening and empathy skills for staff on the ground, managers, and leaders

 

 

The challenge of business growth, and moving your people into
leadership and sales roles.
 
Equip them with the emotional intelligence to take their
working relationships to the next level.
 



Easy to use communication frameworks and systems. 

Interactive, effective, high energy sessions that keep you engaged

from start to finish. 

A friendly and creative approach from an international performer, award-

winning speaker, and author - with a STEM background - who has worked

with some top  brands.

 

Contact us today for a no obligation chat. 

info@sholakaye.net

www.sholakaye.com

+44 7734 963 593
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